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The property of Dante Red Lake consists of 
18 mining claims numbered KRL 10291 to 19305 end 
KRL 19609 to 19611, all in McDounough tv/p* and cover 
ing 739.7 acres of land plus 17.9 acres under water 
which wo did not survey.

The claims lie on the northwest shore of 
ijho north arm of Red Lake, eoine 3 miles North of the 
MacKenzie Red Lake shaft. The property is located in 
what can be termed an undeveloped and little known 
section of the Red Lake camp. The aim of the survey 
was to outline the structural geology of the claims 
and thus assist in the planning ofa comprehensive pro 
gram of development and exploration.
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The moat recent publication on the geology 
of the Red Lake area is a memoir by H. C. Horwood pu 
blished in the Annttal jReport of the Ontario Department 
of Mines for 1940, Vol. JCLXX, Part li* Map 49 b at 
tached to it is drawn at a scale of f mile to the inoh 
and shows in considerable detail not only the location 
of the oiain outcrops but also the structural Interpre 
tation of the geology.

It must be noted that the description of the 
geology of the producing properties in the Red Lake 
district shows that their structure is generally very 
complicated. This is particularly true of Coohenour - 
Willans and the new discoveries on the Campbell and 
Dickens on where complex pattens of folds and fault 
have been outlined,

On the contrary, according to Horwood* s Nap 
the Dante property would appear to have a rather simple 
geology essentially consisting of a series of regular ly- 
shaped synolinea and Anticlines having a northeast - 
southwest trend. If Horwood* s structural pattern is to 
be accepted the chances of finding commeidal ore depo- 
sits on the Dante claims would fee rather slim. Fortuna 
tely, our magnetic survey established that a very &QJS- 
plioated pattern of folds and fault n does exist on the 
property and this makes out of Pantt m irery prowif Ing 
prospect which deserves a thorough test by surface trench 
ing and diamond-drilling.

OF TH3B

All the results ofthe survey are gathered on* 
200-foot-to-the-inch map attached to this report, Tech 
nical details concerning the establishment of the net 
work of picket lines and the performance of the magnetic 
measurements are to be found in the appendix, while the 
geological interpretation of the results it given here 
after,

Main Formations

Broadly speaking! the area surveyed can be 
divided in two zones having entirely different magnetic 
characteristics. The first one is underlain by a com 
plex of successive strongly magnetic layers, while the
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second corresponds to very uniform, non-magnetic, 
formations. Judging by the few outcrops known which 
are shown on our map, the magnetic rooks represent 
greenstone containing Iron formation} on the contrary, 
the non-magnetic area is mostly formed by sediments 
with a possible exception in the southeastern part of 
the property which seems to be underlain by non 
magnetic greenstone.

Horwood'c geological map shows the existence 
in the central part of the claims of a granitic dyke 
having a northeast - southwest trend. Being non - 
magnetic themselves euoh dykes cannot be traced within 
the non - magnetic zones; at the same time, the magnetic 
pattern within the greenstone areas is so complicated 
that the magnetic reactions of the dykes can not be 
singled out.

golds 5

A careful study of the succession of the mag 
netic and non-magnetic belts within the greenstone areas 
established, without any possible doubt, the existence 
of the numerous folds which have been shown on the map 
as D-F-lj D-F-2...D-F-6. The structure outlined by the 
survey is radically different from the rather simple 
folding suggested by Horwood on his map. It is interest 
ing to note that the strike of the sediments marked on 
the government geological map as well as on our #ap north 
of D-F-3 is consistent with our structural interpretation 
and actually did not fit into the structural patterh 
marked on Horwood's map.

Generally speaking, our interpretation conforms 
with all the known outcrops, with the exception of one 
located at N 14 line 45 W which has been mapped as sedi 
ments while, according to our survey, it should form part 
of the greenstone - iron formation complex. Sedimentary 
lenses of Keewatin age ar  known to occur in the Red Lake 
district and it Is apparent that this outcrop represents 
such a lenee.

Approximately 750 feet north of the above  * 
ijionticnod outcrop Horwood shows an outcrop of greenstone 
which lies outside the area of strong magnetic reactions. 
It is probable that this greenstone is the equivalent of 
the non - ma netic greenstones encountered in the south 
eastern part of the property.
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It is quite natural to expect that the oompli- 
eated folding outlined "by our survey has produced a system 
of faults along which tension accumulated in th  folding 
could be released. Due to th  complexity of the magnetic 
reactions it would be almost impossible to trace ali these 
faults, no matter how detailed th  survey would have been. 
Two of them, marked F^F^ ft FgFg, have been strong enough 
to cause sharp cut-cfff* of a number of magnetic belts and 
could, therefore, be located with a fair degree of certainty,

Subsidiary fractures and conjugated shears should 
exist but cannot bo traced on our map du  to the lack of
knowledge of the detailed geology*

Anomaly

The survey has established the existence of a 
zone of hii'^1 magnetic values located within fold D-p-8 
and jnarked Anomaly I on our map, Due to its shape, this 
magnetic reaction cannot be easily explained by the pre 
sence of iron formation, it could be caused either by a 
basic intrusive plug or by some kind of magnetic minerali 
zation. As this anomaly occurs between two zones of out 
crops It is possible that its true origin could be ascer 
tained by trenching without recourse to diamond drilling.

,/ /' -.. , 
CONCLUSIONS fe RSCOMMMDATIONS fry .f*~ " *-

Tho ecological structure of the property outlined 
by our survey Is so different from the pattern suggested by 
th  g overnment geological map that it would not be logical 
to recommend any drilling before a very detailed geological 
map of outcrops is established*

It is quite probable that systematic sounding 
alon^ the picket lines may result in the discovery of 
mor o areas where the rock is shallow enough to be stripped 
or trenched.

We recommend that a competent geologist familiar 
with Red Lake conditions and assisted by some six to ten 
men be engaged next spring to prepare a detailed geological 
map.

The interpretation of this map in the light of 
the results already established by our survey will enable 
the management of the company to plan a comprehensive 
exploratory drilling campaign.
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A l- tE K DIX

TECHNlCA.i DETAILS OF THE KAGMETOMETER SURVEY 

K e t w Q r k o f rn e a a u r en tent a t at Ions

The network of picket lines was established 
in such a way as to have most of the lines perpendicular 
to the assumed strike of the formations and it was rigo 
rously tied in to the old boundary survey of the property. 

The Base Line which has an approximate direction of 
N 460 15'E extends between the Northeast corner of the 
property, which was t aken as the Bero point of the picket 
lines coordinate system, and post No.4 of claim KRL 19294.

The positions of the corner posts of the old 
surveyed claims have been calculated in a north-south 
east-west coordinate system. The results of these calcu 
lations are plotted on the map. Post 5 of claim KRL 19393 
was taken as having f or coordinates 2000 N fie 5000 1. The 
ends of all the picket lines have been tied in by chaining 
to the surveyed claim corner posts. All chainages and 
azimuths are shown on the map and thus elements necessary 
to calculate in coordinates the position of any given point 
of the survey are readily available on the map itself.

The regular picket lines were started at right 
angle to the main base line at 500-foot intervals and 
numbered pickets were placed at chained 100-foot intervals 
along the lines.

The measurement stations established and the 
magnetometer measurements pe rformed on the Dante Red Lake 
property can be classified as follows:

Base stations
Ordinary measurement stations

TOTAL of measurement stations

Check ;, easuremente on bases
Check measurements on ordinary stations

TOTAL of measurements p@ rformed 

Magnetometer Survey

6
1026

1052

66 
__17

1155

Readings were t aken with a precise Askania 
magnetometer measuring the variations of the vertical
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component of the earth's natural magnetic field. The 
instrument was set for precision work with its scale 
coefficient reduced to SI jairmas and its temperature 
coefficient to approximately 2 gammas. The precision 
of the survey, ae evidenced by check measurements on 
ordinary stations, is of some ' 15 gammas. This is an 
accuracy well above the requirements of the very high 
magnetic variations encountered in the svrvey.

All measurements plotted on the map are ex 
pressed in gammas { l gamma * 1/100,000 Gauss C. r .S. ) 
and referred to an arbitrarily chosen base station 
located at station O Line 24 West and considered to have 
a eero v alii e.

The va3iu of the vortical component of the 
natural rt&gnetic field in Red I^ake is of about 59,000 
gamma s. The: total field having a value of some 60,000 

e and the inclination being of approximately 7|JO .

Graphically the results of the survey are 
presented in the form of profiles drawn at scales of 
1000 S: 2000 gammas to the inch. The interpretation 
was d one by comparison to master curves drawn for 
typical anomalies.
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